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work on th• Sk•tc





lQn .nd H•nufacturing 
<CAD/CAN> 
applications have b
lNffl •ac,ng th• fltOSt




industry. Ta a l
arge •xtent the




 that of CAD/CA
N 
applications have
 been detereined by















ve to big mainfram
e computers for 
a 






 of raster sc
an 
displays and soli









, .. ~ 
appl i cati ens for 
personal compcler-









(30 Wire Frame> has 
been developed 
i:x 
for tt,• 18" 1 .. 1 ty of pm-oorull coaput••· &HidN 
th• obviou• •dv.wnt•o• of truo 3-D c•pability, Nhich 
Al lOIN'9 ,for th• propor vittMinQ of tr .. da..,,•ion•I 
obJ.ct•, th• o,.•phi c• M>f t....r• 1 • ba.-d on GKS, • 
device indap.ndent car41f>hic• stMdrd. Ta furthar 
pr0110t• portuitity between •v•t ... , the prOQr .. 
Modul •• ......r• ..,.. it tan, ta • l ar9• u tent, in •t•ndard 
Pascal. Fin•lly, Silouett'• archit.ctur• f .. tur ... • 
N•twork dat• b•- •v•t .. and• Draw Fil• concept that 
greatly IN'lhanc• th• speed with ..t1ich ;r•phic 
opr•tion• can be pltt"far.ad. 
X 
---·~--·---
Chaptr 1 - lntr-aductlaru 
Thi• thni• pr"Hlfflt• th• procus fallowed 
by th• 
•uthor in daveloplno • 3D QltDIIMttric .adelino •v•t .. 
far th• 18" P11rsanal Collputr. To laplttHnt a
ll the 
featur- usually found in • CONNll"'ci
ally availabl• 
QIKNltttric .adalino syst .. NOUld be outside the scope 
of• Nasters thesis and impossible ta do ~it
hin th• 
18 months ~pent by the author at Lehigh
 University. 
Therefore, the approach taken was to de
velop an 
architecture based on that described in COZ
S083] that 
allows the system to be easily expanded 
in the 
future. The software developed 
provides the 
foundations for the system. 
Until recently the computationally in
tensive nature 
of geometric modeling systems kept them
 constrained 
to mainframes and powerful mini comp
uters. Recent 
advancement in the personal computer 
industry has 
trigger and interest in deve
loping advance 
Geometric modeling is one the 
areas that has 
experience rapid growth in the perso
nal computer 
market. However, the computation
ally intensive 




ut.,.• .ar• than w
ith uinfr- or 
•inis, tho dttVel
opr ... t b• •WAr• Md take •dv
•nt•o• 
of •11 f•aturH 
that could possi






st .. described in
 this thesis, 




aspects of the s




re t n an effor
t ta keep the s
ysbrm 
respons• ti .. with
in an accttptabl• l
evel. 
Chapter 2 prese





ensional objects in 
space and how t
o display then 
on an output d
evice 
such as a rast
er scan monitor




e of the found
ations 
upon which the g
eometric modelin












of the object itself
. 
Indeed a signi
ficant part of 

























With tho two buildin







ts of th• 
gltOfttetric IIOdeling systtN
n. To allow the systtlff
l to be 
•••ily expand•bl• i
n the future •nd t
o k1tep 
r•••onabl• control ovlH
"' the syatttt1, th• so
ftware was 
developed in a highly
 structural mannar. 
Chaptltr" 4 
describes th• major software
 modules that make up 
the 
system and how they in








PASCAL code not includ
ing 
the device drivers wh
ich 




and a minimum of 64K
B of 
additional dynamic sto
rage to run. 
configured with at 
least 256KB 
Therefore a system 
and the required 
graphics card will be 
able to run Silouett. 
3 
a,._,t..,. 2 - Vl••d.no ln ThrN DIMn•lon•• 
Fund•aont•lly, th• i••o•• producad by • gao1ttttric•l 
.adolln9 •v•t .. , c•n b• conoldorod • col loction of 
gr•phic And taxt .-ntiti... Asswnino th•t thl• 
col lactlon of enti tin is avail•bl• to th• syst.. in 
th• form of its data base, we can define th• viewing 
process. 
Th• objective of the vi.wing procHs is to transform 
the inforaation 
imag11 that can 
contained in th• data base into an 
be displayed in some sort of output 




> ... I_i_m_•_9_•_-il 
The viewing process is a complex process that can be 
subdivided into four main processes: 





Tho obJoctivc, of th
iw chqtM' l• ta
 pr09rnoivoly 
dctvolop A bock9r-
ound In the vhttdn




' can bo b«PttM' 
undr•tood. The m
ath1H1H1tical CPltMlffl
ts related ta th• 
vt0Hin9 proc••• h
ave b..n •xten•ivo
ly docu..,,tod by 
reH•rcher• ln th
• field. Th..,-efar
tt no •ttN1Pt is
 
••d• ta duplicat
• this work, ra
thllf", • brief 
background and 













 object or part of 
the world the u
ser wants ta m
odel. To accomp
lish 






h as points, li
nes, 
arcs, etc •••





As users of a 
geometric modeli
ng system, we w
ould 
- ·~·"'f i ke to be able to
 define our model







etc> that best r
elates to whatev
er is we 
are modeling. W





to Syat .. , ucs. 
Howf,vor thia ••v Of"' 
,..Y not bo tho
 bctAt coordinato












•v•t .. , 
Sllauett support
• fiv• reference

















Both the NOC a





t to the user. 
The user is 
most likely 
to use the ACS






w the user to
















t• •v•t .. u•CPd to 
doocr-1b• tho 
obJoct boln9 IIIIOd
olod • Th• ACS 1
• •ttochltd to tho
 
obJttet and r .. atns
 fixed in spac• 
with ,-npact: to 









th• UCS to th• ACS 
befor• th• obJact 
is d•scr-ibltd to 
Silouett. 
The ACS is th• 
coordinate system 
used to store 
geometric informatio
n in the data base. 
In Silouett, 
the resolution 
and range of the A
CS is only limited 
by the internal re
presentations of re
al values in the 
IBH PC. The units
 of the ACS a






nate System is 




 to the lower l
eft 
corner of the scr
een (or output device
). 
The main purpose
 of the GCS is 
··-., .. ,.,r., .•. _,,.~ 
to allow the objects 
· 
·-·· 









•r• know to Silou•tt, obJoc:tn 
c•n b• di11playod •t 
Nh•t•ver seal• th• u•fH"' apo
c:iflfHI. 
Th• resolution of th• GCS 
i• tho ••me•• th•t. of tho 
units 
irr•gardless of the unit• u
sed in tho ACS. 
2.1.3 Work Coordinate Sy•t ..
 , 
At times, it would be desi
rable to d•scribe part
s of 
the object using a local coor
dinate system rather 
than the ACS. The work
 coordinate system, WCS,
 is 
such a reference coordin
ate frame. 
Silouett supports WCS as
 a graphic entity, thu
s the 
user is free to define
 as many wcs as necessa
ry to 
simplify the task of de
scribing the geometry of
 the 
object. The resolution, rang
e and units of the wcs 
are the same as those 
of the ACS. 
2.1.4 Normalized Davie• Co
ordinate System• 
The Normalized Dev
ice Coordinate system 
is a 
coordinate system 
used to provide a 
device 
independent means of rep
resenting display data. 
8 
Silouett u• .. th






Sine• •ll d•vic .
. 
supported by Silo
uott h•v• • tNO 
dimansional YilfN 
surface, the NDC
 is• 2D COOf"d
ln•t• 
syst ... Th• rang
e of the NOC •v
sttHI extands frOfl
l O 
to 32767, thus •ll
owin9 th• use o
f fntttger arith••
tic 




















































































































, we tend 
to pick it
 up and loo



























u• to oc•lo, 
rot•t•, tr•
n•l•t• And ref
 h:tet tho iuo• 
of tho .adot •






n• havo b..n 
wa,Jl docWMn
tttd by .. vr•l
 
rtt-S•archltl"• o



















ACS to the G
CS> 
ACS<3D) 












 are applied 
to the object 
model, the m
odel and not 
only its imag
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f tho obJ
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Thus, in
















































R•f J octl on• 
Rot•tion• 
T is• l x 3 R
ow HatriM thAt pro
dUCIHJ 
tran•l •ti ons. 









s to apply 





Fr ..... , 
In Silouett, e
ach view of th
e model has 
a GTH 
associated wit
h it. If we w
ant to apply 
a second 
transformation 
to modify the v
iew, the order i
n which 
the transforma
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 plane so th










, can bo div






projection is •t a
 finite dtstM
ce 
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column 
subeatrix T o
f the ganeral 
transfor-mation
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ain diagona
l of a cub











ume X and Y 
coordinates







































• vl ... in9 v
olu ... If 
th• caordina
t .. ol 
• 9r•phic 4f
f1tity axctNtd




























nate is not n
eeded 
in order to
















































Figure 2. Wlndowino P
rocess 
A viewport is a re
ctangular section o
f th& output 
device onto which t
he view volulMt and
 thus its 
contents are mapped.
 
At this time we co
uld map the view v
olume contents 
directly to the outpu
t device. However, 
my mapping 
to a normal device
 we introduced dat
a independence 
from the output dev
ices supported by 
the geometric 
modeling system. A
 normalized device, 
is a logical 
device whose view 
surface is square
 and NDC 
coordinates range fro
m Oto 32767. 
By mapping to a 
normal device first
, we can redraw 
the entire view 
in any other device 
without the need 
19 
to go through th
e •dndowino procn11
 •o•i.n. On doinq 
•o, tho Ot"iQinAl •c•lo 
of tho dr•wino w
ill not bo 
pro...,-yfld but tho 
••poet ratio wi 11
 (pravidctd th• 
d•vic• viowpOt"t i
o wquM"o too). If 





op.,.atl on .,.t b• prfor-.ct
. 
Ev•n if we h•v• t
o perform •n add
ition•l clippinQ 
oplH'"ation, th• us







done on NOC •nd
 is don• only 
on the portion 
of the 
modal that was v








ss than it wo
uld be required 
if the 
view was generate





















































































































MICRODEX CORRECTION GUIDE (M·9J 
CORRECTION 
The preceding document has bee
n re-
photographed to assure legibility
 and 
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.19r01P on t;l oot 
of tweo to dett1








on i • recOt"ded 
in th• dat• 
b•••· 
Attribut•• Ev.,.y






a means of diffe
rentiating mem
bers of the 
same entity gro
up .. 
Oat& Valu• A da














ending on how 
the data 
element is used
 in the data ba
se. 
Data Record A d







age 25 shows 
the values 
taken by the 
attributes of 













Entity CD•t• El-.nt> V•lu•• (Dat•> 







LINE ID Label s 
End PNT1 12 








A data fil@ J• 






















A Data Base Han•ge
ment System CDBNS>
 



















3.1 Data Base Des
igns 
The development 
of a graphics 
























pass to the geo
metric modelling
 system at exe
cution 
time to provi




























 of data indep











•ini•i=•• tho t,ap•ct 
of th•ir roprtHHiN'1tAtion
a in tho 
•PP li cation prOQf"i1111i th•
t u•• th ... 
3.1.2 Data Oiction.,-y, 
A Data Diction•ry 
is a cantral docua
ont in which 
information about t














the data dictionary 
updated to reflect 
the latest changes. 




Before we can pro
ceed with the Log
ical Data Model 
phase, we must deci
de on an underlyin
g structure for 
our data model. Ma
ny factors need be 
considered, the 
following constitut
e the very basic on
es: 
1. The DBMS must ma
ke reasonably effici
ent use 
of the available 
or projected computing 
resources. 
28 
2. Tho d•t• b•n 11
Ut1t bo ablo ta provid
11 tho 
noc01111•rv infor•c1ti
on ln •n •cc:c,pt
4blo 
p..,.lod of thw,. 
Thi• r•quir-.nt i
• .,,.. 
atrinoont ln tho c•"° 
of intlH"activo •Y•t .
. 
whflf'• th• u..,-a oxp1
tet •n ol.a•t ilMHtdi•t• 
r•spcn•• to tho.tr qu
.,.i.,... 
3. Th• data b••• 
must b• c•p•bl• o
f b•ing 
upd4ted and •xpa
nded without too 
euch 
difficulty. Provisio
ns for adding, d•l•
ting 
and ntOdifying data e
ntitiws in a timttly
 and 
•fficiant manner sh
ould be provided. 
Data base'designers 
can choose from se
veral data base 
models. Today most




 data models 
(Appendix Cl. The diffe
rences in the mode
ls involve 
the way in which 
data are organized
, which not 
necessarily bear an
y relation to the w
ay in which the 
data are physically 
stored in the compu
ter. 
Although in theory
 the most desirabl
e data base is 
relational, Siloue
tt makes use of 
a network data 
base. At the exp
ense of a much m
ore complex data 
29 
•tructuro, tho not work dat• b••• af ffff'O • 11t9ni fict1nt 
porfor"4tnco iaprov...,,t ovr rolAtianal d•t• bA'IH 
today. Thjs i• •n advant•o• that c.m not b• i9nor'od 
th• prfaraanc• af 
3.2 Data Structur .. and Rapr .. entatian•• 
Any representation of • dat• structure in th• 
computer mltfflory aaust encompass the dat• to be •torad 
a• well as the i,aplicitly given relationships which 
constitute the structuring of the data CELS075J: 
{ 
Data structure relationships 
Data Representation 
Data element C data value> 
There are two basic types of computer representations 
of data structures: 
1. Location Addressed 
2. Content Addressed 
In either case we must provide an addressing function 
that maps the logical memory structure to physical 









on allows •n 
•rbitr•ry 
order- of th• da
ta within •••Ol"V by 
spc,c:ifying data 













 linked data 
structures through





ization is the 
sequential data fi
le. It consist 
of a directory fil
e 
that specifies the
 beginning and end
ing addresses of
 
a file of records a










































l D•t• File 
3.2.2 Link Lists, 
Link lists althou




 Data structures 
are defined by a 
constant logical s
cheme, but within 
the confines of









Figure 7 on pag
e 33 graphically
 illustrates a 
record node, the b
asic building blo




link pointttr ---P--->> 
Fi ;ur• 7. Record Nod• 
Th• forward link list i• th• siapl••t of •11 dynaaic 
data structur .. from which all othltt"• evolve. 
• Tha first eleaent of the list is a list 
header that identifies the list. 
• Ordering is represented explicitly within 
the elements of the data record. Each node 
contains a link ta the next node in the 
list. 
• The last element of the list has a null link 
entry ta identify the end of the list. 
33 
~J>>~,-))~ 
~ ~_J ~ 
Flgur• a. Forward Link Ll•t 
Bacau•• of the way that li•t• are constructed, th• 
u..,.. is r•strlcted fra11 directly addr .. sin9 th• 
header, and threfor• it would be necessary to have 
special cod• to handle th• first record on the list. 
To avoid this the concept of santin•l• is 
introduced. A sentinal i• basically a duffllly entry of 
the same format as any other record noda. It 
guarantees the list will never be fffflpty, as by 
definition the sentinel can never be deleted or moved 
during the life of the list. It can however be 
directly addressed by the user as any other record in 
the list, sentinels eliminate the need for especial 
code to handle the first record in the list. 
There are several differences between linked and 
sequential allocation CKNUT6BJ: 
1. Linked allocation takes up additional memory 
space for the links, however, the improved 
34 
p..-f°""••nco obtaln•blo fro. it aero thM 
c011111pon••tn for tho •tor"•O• inof flcioncy. 
2. It i• •••v ta doloto nodoa fra. linked 
3. It. i• •••Y ta insltf"'t nod•• anywhllf"• in th• 
1 ink•d list. 
I»~ FL I ID -> Empty List 
11entinel 
HEADER sentinel 
J»~J»ffi8 FL I ID - data 
sentinel link null 
HEADER sentinel 
Figure 9. Forward Link List with Sentinel 
Next in complexity to the forward link l
ist is the 
circular list or ring. It is a forward li
nk list in 
which the link field of the last element i
s not null 
but rather it points back to the list senti
nel. 
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• Tho Clfltit"O I hit Cfffl b• trAYCWIUtd otartinQ 
froa fifty nodo. 
• By fl•ootno tho a.entinol, it•• po•aibl•, 
Qivon AnV Hot nod•, to find tho •ontinol 
And thu• tho bct0jnnin9 of tho liot. 
CL J ID >> ----- d•ta L >~_r>>~J 
sentinel _f link link 
HEADER 
Figure 10 .. Circular List with Sentinel 
By including two link fields in each node, a forward 
link and a backward link, we can obtain even greater 
flexibility in the manipulation of linear and 
circular lists. 
Besides the obvious advantage of going back and forth 
on the list, the process of deleting a node from the 
list is greatly simplified. In a single link list, 
we must keep track of the predecessor node, as its 
link field must be changed, a requirement lifted by 
the double linked list. 
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a. I ID 
'Hfftinol 
)) 
)) FNd Ljnk 
>> 
-
lhfd Link << Jc 




FiQure 11. Daubl• Linkwd Circul•r L
iwt 
3.3 Storao• Nana0Hent1 
So f•r we hav• consid•rlld th
• lagic•l charactltf"'istics 
of dat• structures and its
 physical rtppr ... entations. 
A third area we must consid
er is the r•lation of the 
various structur .. And 
the computer storage 
environment in which they r
eside. 
Some computer languages, 
such as BASIC and Pascal, 
support dynamic allocatio
n functions that manage 
storage space for us. O










environment. In either 
case, both 
storage and processing t
ime are finite 
resources that must be 
manage as efficiently a
s 
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pooo1bl@. rt lo not uncOMtOn
 f'cw d.ilta bA1Ht pr09rMa 
to run out of otor•g• op'1co or







•pplicAtion dot41f"•Jn0tl ...,.. 
stor•o• ••na91NHtnt lin. 
1-,,1...,,tAtton, it will 
B•loro we di•cu•• Silouott'• 
bo h•lpful to look b•ck a
t of is•un 
3.3.l Fr .. Stora;• Li•t•a 
Initially, free storage lis
ts are likely to consists 
of a single large block of
 storage reserved for the 
purpose of dynamic allocati
on. As blacks of storage 
are allocated and subsequ
ently freed, fragmentation 
cf the free storage block
 occurs, therefore free 
storage is more generally 
represented by a list of 
free storage blocks. Each 
node in the list requires 
a link field, pointing to t
he next node, and a size 
field to indicate the block 
size. 
Typically, free lists are 
organized as single linked 
lists with a sentinel node.
 The header node, has a 
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pointw, Fir•t.FrCNt, to th• 1utntincP1 nodct. Whc,n • 
roqu••t l• -.do fOf" • block of n unit.•, tho l••t n 
unit• of th• initi•l •tOl"'•q• block •r• •llocAtod •nd 
• pointflN"' to tho bt19innin9 of th• n unit• block 1• 
roturnfld. Tho sl:o field of th• original block is 
adjusted to refloct tho allocation. Whan stot"•g• 1• 
returned, the block i• insllt""tttd •• th• first elflHfflt 
of the ·fr- stor•o• list. Th• pr"oc••• contlnu•• 
until frtte storage is exhausted, in which c••• no 
further storage requests can be granted until so~• 
storage is freed. If the free list is not exhausted, 
but the requested block is larger than the largest 
available one, the request is also denied. 
3.3.2 Allocation Techniqu••• 
As described above, the free 
on the basis of time of 
list is ordered solely 





of the block, such as 




possible for inserting blocks into the list, may not 
be the optimal one for our application. Consider 
next the methods available to satisfy a storage 
request. 
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I. Ftrot Fit l't@thod - Tho tochniquo i,a oiaply 
th•t of findino thrr fi,.-at black l.iroo onauqh 
ta fulfill tho r•qunt. 
2. S-t Fit Nothod - If ...., boli•vo th•t it is 
unwi•• ta br••k up • l•r9• block when• 
•••ll.,. one wt 11 do, we ••Y want to search 
·for th• •••l l-t block that wi 11 ful f .i 11 the 
request. 
3. Worst Fit Method - Finally, wa ~•Y want to 
fulfill the request using the largest block 
available. 
Which method is best depends on the application•s 
environment. The best fit method tends to create a 
wide spectrum of free block sizes. The worst fit 
method, always subdivides the largest block so that 
all blocks tend to be cf approximately the same 
size.The first fit method, selected for Silouett•s 
implementation, tends to be intermediate in its 
effects because of its essentially random selection 
technique. 
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FinAII y wcr 11JU11t rucogni :itt th•t ~tin •f tlN" 1HtVIN"'Al 
•llacAtiono And and •tOl"AQ@ roturn• hAvtt bcten 
proc••Hd, wo can ond up with contiQuouo block• of 
•tor•o• th•t th• syst .. treat:• •• indapandant not 
contiouou• block•. Jt could happen that th• •tOf"'ACJ• 
••na;NHtnt routinos wi 11 dttny a requ .. t for a 1.arge 
block on the b&•i• of not finding a large enough 
block. Howttv.,., if two or .ore contiguous blocks 
could be coll•P•• into on• block, the request could 
have blNfn granted. 
What kind of intelligence is needed to recognize 
contiguous blocks and collapse them into one? 
We must, whenever a block is freed, check its 
starting location against the ending location of 
every block on the list, and in cases were the freed 
block has a lower location we must also check its end 
against the start of every 
will create a huge overhead 
block. This obviously 
for freeing a block. 
However, the problem leads to an alternative way of 
ordering storage blocks, namely by location or 
relative address. The use of this technique will 
result in an average search of length N/2 to return a 
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block to frOII otOf"ilQ@, but it only r@qui ,... chockinCJ 
tho Addr01HI of th• OUCCfflHKJf"' •nd prodocHMr nodCHI In 
othm- to doctd@ If tho block& c.m ba collt1p11od. 
FurthlN"' aOt"o, th• u•o of thio toc:hni quo virt.u•I I y 
oli•inatn tho nttfld for A aathod to roc:ovtN" unu-..d 
stOf"•CJ• wpaco. Two tochnlqun •v•Hitablo fDf" 
recov.,.1n9 sto,oag• spaco ..-o Garb•;• Colloc:tion And 
RoflN"onco Cauntors tELS07Sl. 
3.4 Stlouett•• Data a. .. Japlweentation1 
A• Wtt nt1tntion briore, Si louett impltMttnts • network 
data base. Of paramount importance in th• decision 
to imp19ffl&nt a network data ba .. structure ware the 
performance efficiency that can be obtained by 
predefining data relationships, and the ability of 
the model to represent many-to-many relationships 
[Appendix Cl. 
Silouett's data base software module can be 
subdivided into three major areas. 
1. Entity and Data Definitions 
2. Storage Management 
3. List Management 
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3.4.1 Entity and D•t• Definition•• 
Lines, Conics 
Hyprbala), Cubic Splinct• And Work Caordin•t• SystN1 
onti ti eta. Th• structure of c;raphic 
ontiti•• is simil•r ta that d••crib.ct in COZS084J and 
was intttnded ta b• cQfftpatible with it to soma 
extent. Howevor, there •r• significant differences 
as Silouett first does not support surfaces and 
second implements the data base using a different 
data base model. These entities are maintained 
within the data base as double-linked lists ta 
facilitate data base management operations. Besides 
entities, data base global and central variables are 









Data Base Header 



































_ Count.,.• to keep tr•ck 
of nuet,.,. of anti ti•• 
in data b••• 
Infor••tion cOfMton to all antities 







Defines• Point entity 
... Point id 
Share counter 
Common information 
Coordinates of point (ACS> 





Pointer to end point 

































Count.,-• to ke.p tr•ck 
of nuebr of anti ti•• 
in datA b••• 
Information cOIMtOn to all 11ntities 
••• Layer I of entity 






Defines• Point entity 
... Point id 
Share counter 
Common information 
Coordinates of point <ACS) 





Pointer to end point 

























x, v, z 
Dx, Dy, Dz 
• 
T 
x, v, z 
Dx, Dy, Dz 
O.flntttt.,, Arc onttty 
••• Arc id 
eo-on infar••tian 
Paint.,.. ta .I acal WCS 
CtlntlN'" Coardlnat .. (WC9> 
8-Qinnlno •nol• 
End Anol• 
R•diu• of vc 
O.finn a Conic entity 
••• Conic id COUion infar' .. tion 
Pointer to local WCS 
Pva11etar drienit:ion 
depends on th• typ• 
of conic being 
definltd. 
Defines a Spline entity 
<Variable length node> 
••• Spline id 
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Common information 
Number of points 
Parameter value 
Coard. of control .point 
Derivatives at point 




Xa, Vo, Za 





Dttfin• unit vac:t°"• 
Th• Pascal compiler used ta develop Silou
ett, 113" 
Pascal 2.00, allocat .. a aaxi,nua of 64K
B to the 
Constants, Heap (the dynamic mamory •r••> and D
ata 
areas of mltfflOry. This fflf!tans that the H
eap area 
depends on the number of variables and 
constants 
defined within the program. Given the c
omplexity of 
Silouett•s code, the Heap area would be co
nsiderably 
less than 64KB. To avoid this restrictio
n and to 
... assur.e data base integrity, Si louett 
provides its own 
storage management environment in which
: 
1. Units of storage could be of diffe
rent size 
and therefore storage requests must
 be 
accompanied by a size specification. 




3. StD1""41Qct no lonCJff' nNdRd h1 roturnad to tho 
•v•t-. 
4. If otor•9• l• exh•uotad, roqult9ta for 
•tor•g• allocation ar• danhtd &nd An 
•ppropriate -•••CJ• is i•t1Uad. 
s. Fr ... stor•CJ• is ar9anized •• a link li•t of 
fr.. storage blacks sorted by MltaOr'Y 
location <•ddress>. 
6. When an entity is deleted, • black of 
storage is returned to the fr .. list and an 
attempt is made ta collapse adjacent free 
blocks into a single larger block. 
7. Storage requests are granted usir.,g a first 
fit method of allocation. 
The data base management section includes procedures 
to: 
1. Request memory from the Operating System -
Requests from the operating system and 
reserves a segment of memory up to 64KB in 
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hmgth. ttuttiplo 641CB HQMnto can ni•t 
within • d•t• bau f.il•• 
Befor• any function can b• prfarNd, the 
dat• .ust b• Thi• 
proc:adur• cal I• upan th• Rttquut Naaory 
pracadur• and oroaniz•• the returnad aNIOl"'y 
seg..,..t •• fallows, 
Head.,. Node 
Account Node 









segment<• 63024 Bytes 
1 
memory space after 
allocated to the free 
3. Allocate memory blocks from free list -
Allocates a block of memory of specified 
length from the free list using the first 
fit method of allocation. The Free list is 
ordered by location, so the search for a 
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4. 
,,..,,. ••arv block •lNAVo •tart
• •t tho Fr,,. 
11 •t Sonti n•l • 
Return ••arv block• to fr- lis
t -
Th• NIHIOry Return procedur
e is th• 
Allocate 
counterp..,-t to th• tt.aoi'"
y 
procedure. When a block of -
•~v is no 
lonoer ntNldttd, it must b• retu
rnlld to the 
fr .. list so it cAn be r-•l
loc•tttd at a 
later ti-. By at1intainin9 t
he fr- list 
sorted by 11lfffiDry location, it
 is possible to 
ga.rbt1ge collection 
eliminate the need for a 
algorithm. lt is also 
adjacent free blocks 
black. In this way, 
obtained in memory even 









5. Save and load a data base 
to/from disk -
The Save and Load data base 
procedures are 
trivial procedures to tran
sfer a data base 
back and forth between RAM m
emory and DISK. 
The only concern here are 
the link list 
pointers, but this is taken
 care of by the 
relocatable nature of the data
 base. 
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Th• Li st N.nag....,,t HCtian o
f th• d•t• b••• i • 
r•11ponsibl• for Nlntalning the 
antltiH link li•t. 
Th.,..• .,.. six oanrlc procedur .
. ta support this 
functioru 
1. Add_Entity 
Th• Add_Entity proc:edur• adds 
• QtltHtric 
1tnti ty node to the correspondin
g entity 1 ink 
list. Added nodes are always 
inserted at 
the beginning of the link list. 
2. Get_Entity 
Extracts information about a s
pecified node 
in the data base. This routin
e is called by 
the applications program tc
 traverse the 
data base. 
3. Modify_Entity 
Allows a parameter cf a give
n node to be 
modified. The application 
program should 
first call upon GET_Entity 
to get the 
current information about th
e node to be 
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chMQod ond aftr aodifyino th• ontitv da
ta 




Th• Dttlet•_Entity procedure d
elat.. • 
ganerlc node froa the carraspan
dlno antlty 
link list, .nd returns th• space a
ccupiad by 
the nad• to th• fr- 1 i •t. 
s. Add_Entity_Label 
The Add_Entity_Lab•l procedu
re ..,.v .. th• 
.... 
function of the Add_E'ntity pr
octtdur• 
except that it allowt1 the
 node to b• 
identified by specifying its 
Label inst•ad 
of its address. 
6. Delete_Entity_Label 
The Del_Entity_Label procedu
re serves the 
same function of the Del_E
ntity procedure 
except that it allows th
e node to be 
identified by specifying its
 Label instead 
of its address. 
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Additionally, on@ procoduro far uc:h antlty IMIPPOf'"tN 
'11 d•fintld.. Tho indivldu•I practtdurn cu•toaizo th• 






obJoc:tivo of thio thni• WOl"'k .,.. to 
foundation• of 
•v•tNt for th• 
• Throo DiMn•ional Wiro 
18" f ••ii v of P.,.son•l 
Coaputllt"•• A •ec:ondary obJectlvo WAS to devolop tho 
pragru• in such • way th•t they ar• •••ily 
tr•nsport•ble batWINtn othor ca.putr •v•t-•. To 
this •nd, whllf1avar possible the approach was to use 
standard Pascal as th• priaary ca.put.,. languaga. 
Deviations from standard Pascal Wltr'e taken only whan 
there ware no other reasonable alternatives. In such 
casttS, the approach was to minimize the numbltr' of 
nonstandard Pascal procedures thus reducing the 
number of procedures that need to be changed when 
running the system in other than an IBH computer 
system. 
The software is organized into separately compiled 
modules corresponding to logically separate functions 
of the system: 
1. System Control Module 
2. Planar Curves Module 
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3. Dit1Pl•v Control Nodulo 
... Platt.,. Control Nodul• 
s. Glab•l Storago tladulo 
6. Oat• BA•• Nodul • 
4.1 Syst .. Control Nodule• 
To develop • COIIMNrcially •ccaptabl• geometric 
modeling syst .. within the ti•• fratMt of a •••tars 
degree US months> .is beyond feasibility for a •ingle 
individual. For this reason the emphasis was put in 
developing the ~oundations of such a system so that 
it can be easily developed into a marketable product 
in the future. At this time, Silouett•s system 
control module is really a test program used as a 
vehicle to demonstrate most of Silouett's current 
capabilities. The system architecture supports 
advance features that can not be demonstrated without 
a much more sophisticated control program. Some of 
this features are discussed in this section. 
The main functions of the control program are: 
• Manage the System Environment 
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• Input .and Input V•lidatian 
• ca.a.and Henu Intor•ctian 
• Caa.and Execution 
• Oat• 8••• Travar .. 1 
• Output Dttvic• Control 
p.Tha systttm prac .. • flaw is diagr.aeltd in Figur• 12 
on pag• 56. 
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I Canfiour•tion Fil• I 
I Profile File I ) SV9t .. Envl~anaiont < 
y 




I Dat• Ba .. I > C~nd Exacutiv• 
y 
I Display l<-----1 
V 
I Plottltf"' l<-----1 
V 
Printflf"' f< I 
Figure 12. System Precess Flaw 
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4. t. t ByatN £nvironaent ttanao....,t• 
Tho UIMH" control• th• •v~t .. ctnviron..nt through 
thrH difflN"ttnt .. thad•s 
The configuration fil• is e,cac:utltd when the 
sy•t- i• first boot up. Th• purpose of this file 
is to tell the op.,-,atin; •v•tltflt which device 
drivers Are to be loaded, which onu can r••ide 
in an overlay segment and which on•• ,aust ba 
permanently loaded. It is also used to further 
customize the operating system environment. 
2. Environment Variables 
Silcuett supports a series cf environment 
variables such a: 
• Auto scale 
• Auto erase 
• Display borders 
• Reference coordinate system 
• System units 
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• Gl'"ophJc anti titt!
I attrHJUtN 
Th• u~ CAn togol• Of
"' opocify • v•l1111 
for -,.t 
of tho control v.-ri•blt
t11 •t 4111V ti .. du
rin9 tho 
work •n•ion. Saellt v
riAblft, liko •V11t
.. unit•., 
c.n only b• spoc
ifiod Nt111n tho IIOC
l•l I• firot 
crutltd. 






valu .. in a file k
now •• 





ith thR user is a
ccepted by th• 
system in alphanum
eric form. This appr
oach eliminates 
the possibility of
 a system crash
 due to variable 
format mismatch. T
he input is then 
processed by a 
command parser whi
ch breaks the inpu
t line into an 
alphanumeric comma




er allow the 
user to default 
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intw!NdiAto pArilMtoro Ctho OV§tN dctft'Md to thcNI to 
u,ro) but in11iot on • l•ot pMAaOtor If anv •• 
dttf AUi toct. 
One• th• input linv lo prac:n.-ct, th• p..-..,. paw1MH
1 
tho coaaand and pr ... t.,.• to th• aonu •JCecuti v• 
practfdur•• 
4.1.3 Coa••nd Hanu lnt.,.actton1 
ea..and a9nu• ..-. Of"'QAnizltd according to th• ••l
n 
function being exacutad at th• ti••• Function a.n
us 
ar• divided into a global ..,,u and .. vttral loc:al
 or 
functional ..nus. Th• global menu proc••••• CCJftU
'lands 
that must be active at any time during a ••••i
on, 
while local menus process commands related to a lo
cal 
function. 
When the menu executive procedure receives a c
ommand 
from the command parser, it first tries to exe
cute in 
through the local command executive. If the c
ommand 
fails, the system tries to execute it as a 
global 
command. If a failure still occurs, a mess
age is 
issued to the user indicating that the comm
and is 
unknown to the system. Since at any one tim
e the 
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DyotN CM only rocaoni:o A .. t of Jac:Al CG1111And9 Md 
tho 9lobal coaaAndo, •ttNPting to cncacuto • lacel 
caaaand froa • nonactiw local c:0111Mnd .-nu ret1Ult• 
in• cOtMMmd unknDHn -no•• 
4.1.4 Ca•••nd Eacecutton1 
Once th• ..nu exac:utlv• procedure datar•in- that• 
valid ca.aand has bNn r•qu-twd, tt call• on the 
COfUMU1d 1tKecutive ta execute th• cCNNU1nd. At this 
tt .. a second input validation tak .. pl•c•, this ti .. 
ta ensure that the parameters passed are within 
acceptable ranga of the requ-tad function. If 
the 
they 
are not, th• system informs th• user and requests 
parameter input again. 
After command and parameters have bean checked, the 
command executive procedure executes the requested 
command. 













A Dr•• Filo i• • ....n• ta orutly e,plNtd up th• tiN 
it t•k.. to r-odrAN tho aod•l on the 11c:rtt1ff'1. If th• 
data b••• h•• to b• tr•Vltf"s41d flVflrV ti .. th• iaa9• of 
th• aodel i• rltdr•Nttd on the autput d•vic•, th• 
procnsing ti- MOUid probably be un•ccapt•bl• .. The 
vi..,inQ prac .. • previou•ly d-.crib~ shawttd the 
tMtrt .. of tran•for.uitlon• •nd ••ppino• that t•k• 
place when the data b••• is traversad. W. also have 
previously indicated that aventually the .ad•l is 
broken down into a seri•• of line sag...,ts and or 
points. Th• Draw File contains th••• lin• seg.ents 
and points that describe the current image of the 
model. Therttfore the Draw File can b1t redrawad 
without going through the viewing process, cutting 
out most of the process overhead. The Draw File must 
be regenerated after cer.tain model transformations 
are requested. 
Currently Silouett traverses the database every time 
the image of the model is redrawed. 
4.1.6 Output Device Control• 
The final function of the control program is to 
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diract tho output of qr•phic priaitiv .. ta th• output 
deYic• r•.--ttld by the u..,.. 
4.2 Planv Curvn ttadule1 
All planar curvn .uppartad by Silouett ar• conic 
tutCtions. 
A• CNntion b•far•, all oraphic antitt .. can b• broken 
da..n into a ..,.1 .. af point and ar line seg,nents. 
Th.,.efar•, Nhenever th• contr"ol prOQram datects that 
a conic section is to be displayed, the planar curves 
module is called to supervise the opltf"ation. 
The responsibility of planar curves module is to 
break down the conic section into a series of line 
segments for the display module to process. 
The logic followed by Silouett's planar curve module 
was first described in COZS083l, however the actual 
implementation is different. To display a planar 
curve, the planar curves module has to: 
1. Define the plane of the curve. 
2. Define the curve in parametric form. 
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diroct tho output of Qr•phic priaitiYfttl la th• output 
dovic• roquntod by the uur. 
4.2 Plan.,. CurYN Nodula1 
All pl.an..- curv .. suppcrttfd by Stlouett .,.. conic 
tMtCtion•• 
As ,..,,tion before, •11 Qraphic ent1ti- c.n be brak11n 
dawn into• sari•• of paint •nd or line sag..nts. 
Therefor•, ...t,11nev.,.. th• control pragru detect• th•t 
a conic section is tab• displ•yad, the pl•n.r curv-
madul• is c•llad ta supervise the operation. 
Th• responsibility of planar curves module is to 
break dawn the conic sec:tian : ,:t.a a. series of line 
segments for the display module ta process. 
The logic followed by Silouett's 
was first described in COZS083l, 
planar curve module 
however the actual 
implementation is different. To display a planar 
curve, the planar curves module has to: 
1. Define the plane of the curve. 
2. Define the curve in parametric form. 
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3.. httwain• tho nu,aber of lino 009Mnto 
r@quirod ta propttrly de'fin• tho Cut'YO. 
4 .. Diopl•v th• curvo by c•llinQ th• •ppraprioto 
procodurtt11 froa tho di'lifJlAy ,aoctul.o. 
4.2.1 DttfJnlno • Working Plan•• 
PlAnar CW"VH by delinitlon .,.. two diaension•l 
curv ... Howevr, .,,. would like to be Abl• to d1tfin• 
the pl.an• of the curva .nywhere in space, ... c•ll 
this plan•• working plan•. 
To display the pl•nar curve, Silouatt IMlk .. use of 
the concept of projection matrices. In our case, a 
projection matri~ is defined as a eatrix that 
projects a vector in space onto a plane defined by 
the user. The reverse operation can be obtained by 
transposing the projection matrix. 
By convention, all planar curves created with 
Silouett, are created in the X-Y plane of a local 
work coordinate system <WCS). Therefore the first 
step in creating a curve is to define the reference 
WCS to be used. 
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To define A wcs, th• UIHH'" .uot llfHtci fYt 
in 1loatP ... v, 
tho unit dirac:tia,ual co11inn of two of th
• treo WC8 
,axi•• Thi• i• u•u•Jly don• by 11p1teifying
 th• ACS 
coordinat .. ofi th• WCS Ot"i9in, • paint 
in it• X 
••l•, and• point in eith.,. th• X-V or 
X-Z pl.an ... 
Froa this infcwaatlon the •v•tNt co,aputn th• u
nit 
directional co.in .. of th• WCS x and V
 axis, thus 
defining the X-V pl•n• of th• curv• and 
the raqutrod 
projection matrix. 




Xa X/1 Xp ] 
Vo. Y{1 Yv 
C Xa,X/1,Xv l define the unit directional 
cosines in the X direction. 
c Va,va,vv l define the unit directional 
cosines in the Y direction. 
4.2.2 Parametric Representation of Curv .. 1
 
The nonparametric representation of
 cures either can 
not be used to represent closed or
 multiple value 
curves, or require a root finding
 algorithm to 
determine the coordinates of a point
 on the curve. 
Also nonparametric equations are axi
s dependent. For 
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thftH ro;1ooru1. NO uu • pAr..otrlc 
roprnent•tion of· 
curv .. in gflOIIMftrlc aodolin9. 
Jn par&eatric reprt1tt1ontAtion, ••ch 
paint 111 rttpr ... 11ntod •• • function
 
p•r•,..ters. The positional vaoctor 
of 
curve is thu• datr•inttd by th
• 
caordin•t• of • 
of on• or .era 
point on th• 
of th• 
par.,.,.ters. Thi• mak .. parametric cur
ves iauitable for 
representing closed curves and cu
rves with multiple 
valu .. at a given value of the inde
p•ndent variable. 
Sh"lce a point on the paraMtttric curv
e is specified by 
the value of its parameters, the p
arametric form is 
axis independent. 
For a more rigorous discussion 
on parametric 
equations, the reader is refer
red to any advance 
calculus book. A more pertinent 
discussion of the 
topic can be found in CROGE76l. 
4.2.3 Number of Points to Define a Cu
rve1 
The selection of the number of 
points to define a 
curve is affected by: 
1. The parametric representation
 of the curve. 
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2. Dooi~od officioncy of coaput•tton•. 
All conic •ttetions can b• •••i ly rttpr .. entttd In 
p•r .... tric fOf"'• int...-•• of th• para .. t•r e, that ls, 
the •nc;ale sust•lned by• vactor from the conic focus 
to th• point on the curve. 
This parametrization allows us to make use of the 
trigonometric double angle formulas to speed up the 
computations. 
Recall the double angle formulas are: 
cos (8 + d8) = cos(8) cos(d8) sin(8) sin(d8) 
sin (8 + d8) = cos<&> sin(d8) + cos(d8) sin(8) 
Therefore, if we fix the incremental angle d8 between 
different values of the parameter 8, we only have to 
compute the trigonometric functions once. 
For example, in the case of a circle centered at the 
origin, once the selection of the incremental angle 
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dO io Nd@~w can d@Hno th@ pt1r
•MOtric oqu.ttionw •• 
fol low,u 
For th• ini ti Al. point. 
Xn • R cosC8) 
Yn • R sin<8> 
For all other points, 
Xn+l • Xn cos(d8) - Yn sin<d8) 
Vn+l • Xn sin(d8) + Vn cos(d8> 
Again, since d8 is constant, 
so are cos<d8) and 
sin(d8) and therefore are only computed 
once. 
The only remaining factor is t
he point distribution. 
A fixed number of points can b
e use to describe the 
incremental parameter d&, howev
er this could result 
in either over or under s
pecified curves. The 
converse solution, specifying d
8, and then computing 
the number of points suff
ers from identical 
problems. To address this issu
e, we use the critical 
radius CR> of the curve to deter
mine the number of 
points CN) to be used. Then, from 
the number of 
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pointo .and th@ curvo 
'§WO@ anolo tf) tho incrOt
Nnt•l 
p.tr• .. tr dG io coaput
Cld. 
Wo •ti 11 ntNld oOl!Do w
ort of c:rl tctri• to 
dotr11J.nc, the 
nuabor of points f
ro,a the critical r
•dius. Tho 
c:rJ.t..,.ia us.ct by 
Silouatt, is to c
ontrol 
p..,.pondicul•r dista
nce Ct) bat......, th• tho b
ts.c:tor 
to • chord •t the
 critical r•dius 
and the curva. 
This nMPthod in su
perior to specifyin
g th• chord 
angla, •• it preserv
es the smoothness at
 all scales • 




.JU - t/2R> 
N • § I d9 
The following is 
a brief description
 of the main 
procedures in the pla
nar curves module. 
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4.2.4 wcs_xv and wca_xz, 
Dolin•• • nDH work coordinato •vat.,.
 And .idd it to 
tho d•t• b••• for futuro rof.,.oncos. 
Givan the ACS coordinate• of the WCS
 
in th• local X uis and • point 
on 
origin, a point 
the XV <XZ) 
plane. The procedure uses vector e
ra•• products ta 
canapute the 
the WCS and 
described. 
direc:tianal cosines required ta d
efine 
the projection matrix P previously 
Transforms the WCS coordinates 
of a point to its 
corresponding ACS coordinates and 
viseversa. To allow 
more flexibility in its use, th
e procedure assumes 
both coordinate system have the s
ame origin, if this 
is not the case, the user can ap
ply a translation to 
the transformed ACS of the point 




Thi• proccrduro •iapl y app
l 'I tho praJoction MAtrh o
r 
its tr•n•f or• ta tho CJi von input.
 
4.2.6 Circle• 
Draws • circle at the s
pecif.led location and of
 a 
Qiven radius on• pl&ne spttelfitt
d by user. wcs_xv or 
wcs_xz must be invakod t
o define the working plan
• 
and obtain• wcs_ID befor
• invoking this procedure.
 
Description: 
Uses a parametric repre
sentation of the circle 
to 
break it up into a num
ber of equal angle segm
ents. 
The number of segments i
s proportional to the r
adius, 
scale of model and system
 of units. 
Parametric equations of 
circle: 
Xn = R cos<8> 
Yn = R sin(8) 
After aplying double ang
le formulas, 
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Xn+t • Xn coo(d8> - Vn oinCd9) 
Yn+l • Xn •inCd8) + Vn caoCd8) 





and and angl.. on a 
wcs_xv or wcs_xz must b• 
plan• 
invoked 
to define a working plan• and obtain a wcs_ID before 
invoking this procedure. 
Description: 
Uses a parametric representation of the Arc to break 
it up into a number of equal angle segments. The 
number of segments. is proportional to the radius, 
scale of model and system of units. 
Parametric equations of arc: 
Xn = R cos(8) 
Vn = R sin (8) 
After aplying double angle formulas, 
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Xn+t • Xn cos<d8) - Vn •in<d&) 
Vn+l • Xn ein(d8> + Vn cos(d8> 
4.2.8 Arc_Edga1 
Given the coordinates of the center and a point on 
the limiting edge of the arc, this procedure draws an 
Arc from the current beam position to the Edge 
defining the end of the Arc. This Edge is defined by 
the center of the Arc and a point on the Edge. The 
radius is the length of the line from the center to 
the last beam position. wcs_xv or wcs_xz must be 
invoked to to obtain a WCS_ID and define a working 
plane with X axis aligned with the arc center and 
current beam position. 
Description: 
Uses a parametric representation of the Arc to break 
it up into a number of equal angle segments. The 
number of segments is proportional to the radius, 
scale of model and system of units. 
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Xn • R cos<&> 
Vn • R sin(8) 
After aplying double &ngl• formulas, 
Xn+1 • Xn cos(d8) Vn sin<d8) 
Vn+t • Xn sin(d8) + Yn cos<d8> 
The procedure first determines the angle between the 
vectors defined by: Current beam position - Center 
Point and Edge Center, it then divides this angle 
into segments and proceeds to draw them. 
4.2.9 Arc_Three_Pointsa 
Given the ACS coordinates of three points in space; 
the beginning point, a second point on the arc and 




Tho contr of tho Arc Md tho •*"'P onglo •• 
cmi,putod frOII tho caor"dinattN of tho thrct11 91van 
point•, than Arc_Anol• iu lnvokod to dr•w th• •re. 
Xn • R co•<8> 
Vn • R •in(8) 
After •plying doubla angl• faraulas, 
Xn+1 • Xn cos(d8) - Vn sln(d&) 
Yn+1 • Xn sin(d8> + Vn cos(d8) 
4.2.10 Parabola, 
Draws a parabolic section given the coordinates of 
the vertex, the maximum and minimum values and the 
rotational angle (8) in the plane of the parabola. 
Description: 
The distance along the directrix between the parabola 
maximum and minimum value is divided into segments of 
equal length. The end points of this segments are 
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thctn praJoctod onto th• pAl'"ilbal• ta obtain th• 
coordinat•• of th• paint• on tho p.arAbol• b•t.....,, 
which lino 11CNJ1Mtnt• aro dr•wad• 
Xn • ae 
Yn • 2a8 
a • focal distanc• 
Aft&r •pplying in plane rotation, 
Xn+1 • Xn cos<n> - Yn sin(O> 
Yn+1 • Xn sin<n> + Vn cos<n> 
4.2.11 Ellipses 
Draws a section of a Ellipse specified by the 
beginning and end angles, semi_major and semi_minor 
axis lengths, and inplane rotational angle en>. 
Description: 
Uses a parametric representation of the Conic to 
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br••k it up into• nutlb•r of oqu•I an9la 11-oaanto. 
Th• nutabllf" of sogaont• i• proportional to tho r•diu•, 
scale af ..ad•l and •v•tN of unita. 
Xn • Kl Cos 8 
Vn • 1(2 Sin 8 
Kl• Length of semi_mAJor axis 
K2 11 Length of semi_•inor axis 
After adjusting for rotation, 
Xr := Xn cos(Q) - Vn sin<R> 
Yr:= Xn sin<R> + Yn cos<O> 
After applying double angle formulas, 
Xn+l = Xr cos<d8) - Yr* <K1/K2> sin<d8) 
Vn+l = Xr * <K2/K1) sin(d8) + Yr cos(d8) 
4.2.12 Hyperbola• 
Draws a section of a Hyperbola specified by the 




_i_canJu9at• Alli• 1an9th•, .ond inpl.on• rot•tlan•l 
.an9l• U.U. 
Dascription• 
of th• eonic to 
anQl• saq,..,,ts. 
u- a para•tric repruentatt.on 
break it up into• nwaber of equal 
Th• nwnt>er of saQmttnt• is proportional to th• radius, 
scale of M()dal and systtNn of units. 
Parametrizations 
Xn • K1 / Co• e 
Vn • K2 Sine/ Cos 8 
K1 a Semi_transverse axis length 
K2 a Semi_conJugate axis length 
After adjusting for rotation, 
Xr := Xn cos<n> - Vn sin<n> 
Yr:= Xn sin<n> + Vn cos<n> 
After applying double angle formulas, 
Xn+1 = Xr * K2 / CK2 cos(d8) - Yr sin<d8)l 
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Vn+I • K2 t tVr + K
2 t•nCdO)l/tK2 - Yr t1111
(dO)l 
Th• display aodu
l• i• rlttlPon•tbl• 
for praducino th• 
iuQ• of th• obJac
:t aodel on th• ou
tput devic•• Th• 
procedur•• r•q1.aire
d to •cca.plitlh 
this t.t•k can b• 






ithin this group 
allow th• us•r 
to sat and modify 
graphic entity att
ributes such 






es can be broke
n down into a 
series of points
 and or line segm
ents. Therefore 
the only procedure
s that need to co
mmunicate with 
output device are
 the draw poin
t and draw line 
procedures. More 
complicated shape
s, such as the 
planar curves, 
to be described l
ater, interface 
with these procedu
res to generate th
ere images. 
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3. GTH Function• 
Th• procodurn In thia oroup
 opw•t• on• Bonral 
Tr&nsfot'.ation Natrixt GTN
, to chMtgo th• tuo• 
of tho abJact on th• taotc•l 
viaw .urfac•• 
Th• following 1• • br
l•f dincription of th• 
uin 
procedure• in th• display ft
lOdul•• 
4.3.t Display Jnitlallz•• 
This procedur• initi•lize
s th• di•play driver •
nd 
defines view volu,..• •nd vie
wport•. 
Description: 
When the display driver is
 initialized, the physic
al 
size of the screen is 
determined and the limits 
of 
the GCS set acccrdingly. 
Once this is accomplished
, 
the display viewing surfa
ce is formatted into logic
al 
view surfaces. Finally v
iew volumes and viewpo
rts 
are defined and default vi




atn of • point frfM 
tho 
Ab110luto Coof'"din•t• sva
tm1 CACS> to tho Olab
•l 
Coof"'din•t• Sy•t .. CGCS> • 
Dttacri pt l oru 
Appli .. • 4 x 4 GTI1 ta th
• ACS coordinat .. of• poi
nt 
to yiald th• nor•alized
 transfor-..c:t CDOr'dlnat ..
 in 
the GCS. This tr•n•for•a
tion produc•• a cDMblnat
ian 




 and overall scaling. 
Linear Xform --- - 3 x 3 
Local Scaling 
Shearing 
Rotation 1 X 3 
I Translation 
4.3.3 Mapping, 
Maps points from 
Global 
3- --- Pttrspective 
,c Xfarm 
1 
1x1 - Overall Scaling 







Bttfor-o av entity C4111 bo dr•w, it ,au•t b• •appod to 
th• output davic•• Thi• r•qutr- • transfor-.. tion 
frOfl GCS to NOC. Since th• Via..por-t ts Qeoaetrlcally 
stell•r to th• Global Coordinate Space and furthltr" 
•or• their origins are shifted in the .... 
propor-tion, th• 6CS to NOC transfor"4tian is 
simpl ifittd toa 
NDC • GCS / SF where I SF• Delta GCS I Delta NDC 
The viawport dltfinition contains the required scale 




Redefines the endpoint coordinates of 
simple 
a line 
intersecting the specified view volume such that the 
line lies within the view volume limits. Clipping is 
performed in global coordinates. 
Description: 
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Th• procodurtt UH11 'tho Cohon-Buthorl 
And cUppino 
•lQDf"i th•. Th• AIQCW-i th• i• dHlCJftad to 
idcrntify 
•fficiantly those I.inn th•t c
An be trivially 
.accaptod or r•Jacted by u•inQ r4tCJlan chKk•• 
If th• 
line can not be •ccaptlld or reJecttld, t
h• al4orith• 




For a datail dascription of th• algo
rith• rafar to 
CFOLE82l. 
4.3.S Have_Ab110lute1 
Updates the current position of the 
graphics cursor. 
Description: 
The current position of the gra
phics cursor is 
maintained in a global variable 
named CP. This 
variable is updated every time the g
raphics cursor is 
moved. The ACS and GCS coordinates 
of CP are updated 
but not the NDC since this will cha
nge if clipping is 
required. Clipping is different 




thctroforo th• NDC coordin•tN of 





Draws • point on th• output d•vfc• at th• Absalut• 
location •Ptteiftad. Point i• •ddrnlHld in ACS. 
o .. criptiona 
This procedure will draw 
output d•vic• or ttrase an 
• point on th• 
ext sting point 
current 
an the 
scrtlitll. If the user can guarant .. before hand that 
the point lies within the view volume boundaries 
(ie ••• animation applications, •tc> then the call is 
made avoiding the clip check. 
Process Flow: 
1. Move graphics cursor to specified point. 
2. If Clip check was requested, then check if point 
lies within the current view volume. If it lies 
outside, exit procedure now, else continue. 
3. Map point GCS coordinates to NOC. 
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4. Dr•w point. 
4.3.7 Paint Relative, 
Draws a point on th• output 
last gr•phics cur•or position. 
ACS. 
Dttscriptiona 
d•vice r•lativ• to th• 
Paint is addr•••ltd in 
This practtdure will draw 
output device or erase an 




screen. If the user can guarantee before hand that 
the point lies within the view volume boundaries 
Cie ••• animation applications, etc> then the call is 
made avoiding the clip check. 
Process Flow: 
1. Compute point coordinates by adding the specified 
relative coordinates to the current cursor 
position. 
2. Invoke Point_Absolute 
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4. 3. 8 Llne_Abaolut•• 
Dr•w• ii Uno on th• output devic• 
fro. tho currctnt 
or•phlc• curllOf" po•itlan to th• p
aint spec:lfhtd in 
ACS. Before this procadure i• c•
llad, th• •v•t-
.ust .nsure that no vlttH voluae cha
ng .. h•v• occurred 
sine• the last tl•• an entity was dr
aw. One way ta 
guarant.. this i• ta execut• 
the Nove_Absolute 
procedure bltf ore Li ne_Absol ute. 
Description, 
This procedure will draw a line on th
e current output 
device or erase an existing line on 
the screen. If 
the user can guarantee before hand t
hat the line lies 
within the view volume boundaries 
(ie ••• animation 
applications, etc) then the call is made
 avoiding the 
clip check. 
Process Flow: 
1. Pick up graphics cursor curre
nt GCS coordinates. 
2. Apply the GTM corresponding 
to the current view 
to the line end points. 
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3. If UMH'" opoc:ifhtd t1a, •pply clippin
q pl'"OCOIHI to 
ond paint coor-dinotctt1. 
4. "•Pend point OC9 coardinat•• to NDC. 
5. Dr.iw line IIO(JMnt. 
4.3.9 Ltne_Relatfv•• 
Draws• lln• on th• output davice a relativ
e dista.nce 
away froa the current graphics cursor- pos
ition, CP. 
The relative potJition of th• and point is ad
dr•••tPd 
in ACS. Thi• procedure assueas no vit
tW volwaa 
changas have occurred since the last c
all to a 
procedur• that updatltS CP. 
Description: 
This procedure will draw a line on the c
urrent output 
device or erase an existing line on th
e screen. If 
the user can guarantee before hand that 
the line lies 
within the view volume boundaries (ie ••• animat
ion 





t. Coaputo ltno ond point coordin
•toa by 41ddin9 the 
•Pcteifiod r•l•ttvo eaorsdinAtltW to
 tho currcrnl 
cur•or ponition. 
2. lnvok• Lino_Ab.alutct to dr•w 
th• Uno tMtqMent. 
4. 3. 10 Sttt_&TNt 
S•ts the gan.,..•1 tr.nsfara•ti






user to sp&cify 
,natrix and stores it in 
an arbitrary 
the specified 
The parameters passed are use
d to define a 4 x 4 
transformation matrix as follows
: 
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RatAtion - _ ..... :S x 3 3- - P••poc:tivo 
X 
l 
'--------- -1 ,c 3 
T.-.,,li •ti on 
4.3.11 S.t_BTN_Relativa1 
hC1 - 0Vctf"A1 l 
Sc•ling 
Prforrns matrix 1'1Ul tipl i cations fer eodel 
transformations. 
D1tscr i p ti on 1 
This routine Pre or Post multiplies a view 6TH by a 
second transformation matrix, and replaces the 
contents of the view GTM with the results. The order 
of multiplication determines if the transformation 
takes place with respect to the ACS or the GCS. 
4.3.12 Scale_GTM_Rel&tive1 
Enables the user to either enlarge or shrink the 
picture by specifying an overall scale factor. 
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l>tt§criptionr 
'Thi• procoduro •h•PlV ch•ngn th• Sc•l• f•ctor of thct 
corrct11pondin9 tr&nsfor••tion utrhc... Thct •c•l ing 
proc••• is r11lativ• to th• currant 11eolct f•ctor-. 
Proc:••• Flows 
1. Cr•ate a t•mporary tr&nsformation matrix with a 
scale factor as specified by the user. 
2. Invoke Set_GTH_Relative to actually chang• the 
scale factor of the corresponding view. 
4.3.13 Tran•lata_8TH_Relativ•• 
Enables the user to translate the object image 
relative to either GCS or ACS. 
Description: 
Redefines the transformation matrix corresponding to 
the specified VIEW. 
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1.. Cra.1ta A toapDr'.trV trAnt1f Ol"-.ti on ,utr-ix with th
o 
trMHll.ttion f•ctOl"o 11111 11puciU.od by tho usor. 
2. Jnvoka Sot_GTN_Rttlativo to tronalato th• t••o• in 
tho corr••pondi"9 vto,w. 
4.3.14 Rotate_GTH_Ralatlv•• 
Enabltts t:h& user to rotate the object image relative 
to either GCS or ACS. 
Description: 
Redefines the transformation matrix corresponding
 to 
the specified VIEW. 
Process Flow: 
1. Create a temporary transformation matrix with
 the 
rotational factors as specified by the user. 
2. Invoke Set_GTM_Relative to rotate the image
 in 
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Copi•• th• g•nltf"al transfor•ation 1M1tri
M d•finin9 on• 
vilt'W into tho Qttneral tran•for•ation
 ••trix d•fining 
a second view. 
4.4 Plottllf" Control Nodule, 
The plotter control module acts 
as an exacutiv• 
command supervisor to the display
 module during 
plotting operations. It controls t
he platting device 
and format of the plots. 
The user can select two basic modes 
of operations 
1. Display Dump Mode The dis
play screen is 
dumped to the plotter. D
uring this 
operation if the physical s
ize of the 
plotter is different to the phys
ical size of 
the screen, a scaling o
peration is 
performed. This scaling mainta
ins aspect 
ratios but not the actual sc
ale of the 
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drAwing.. Thio opr•tion roquirn no
 
int..-action froa th• u•.,. •• it i• intondo
d 
to produc• • quick plot. 
2. Dtttai 1 Plot Node LJnd•r thi • IIIOde
 of 
op.,..ation the us.,. h•• MUCh -.or• control 
over the final plot. Th• procedures
 
discu•••d in this sttetion apply to this mode
 
of operation unless otherwise so stated. 
When th• user first invokes the plot
ter control 
module, the current screen display is
 temporarily 
replaced by an outline of the plotting 
surface. At 
this point the user interacts with th
e system to 
format the plot. Once the plotting
 process is 
completed, the system returns to the sc
reen format 
active Just before the plotter control 
module was 
invoked. 
The following is a brief 
interactive plot procedures 
format the plot. 
1. Select View 
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description of the 
available to the user to 
Allow. tho uMtr to bring into tho ocrCNtn • vi.., 
ta bo plottctd. 
2. Rojac:t Vifl'N 
Allows the us.,. to reject or canc•l • previously 
.. 1ectlld view. 
3. R•locata View 
Allows th• user to ralocate a viaw anywhere 
within the outline of the plotting surface. 
4. Plot Views 
Plots all currently selected views. The views are 
positioned in the plotting surface exactly as 
indicated in the plotting surface outline in the 
screen. 
At any one time the user can change or specify the 
scale of the drawing. 
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• 
•.s Olabal Stora;• Nodule• 
AU softw•r• .adul .. havo •cc
H• to two d•t• 11CtQ1Mtnta 
•t •nv ti_, 
t. D•t• BA•• 
2. Global Stor•CJ• 
While the data baSff main
tains all tha infor•ation 
relevant to the geo111ttric M
Odal, it only maintains 
essential information abou
t tha geometric modeling 
system environment. This 
information is dynamically
 
build and maintainad by 
the application programs.
 
The global storage data segm
ent is the area of memory 
designated to contain this 
information. 
The global storage are
a can be subdivided as
 
follows: 
1. Viewing Volumes and V
iewports 
2. View Data 
3. Cursor Current Positi
on 




4.S.1 v1 .... 1no YolUIMIS and v1ews,art•• 
to for .. t th• viawino 
s11ou•tt allOWS th• user 
surface of th• output d•vlc• in four different w•Y•• 
1. Single Vi.,. - Th• entlr• vi.,. surfec• is used ta 
display a single logical view• Any model vi.,.. can 
be projected onto the logical view surface. 
2. 
View surface 
view surface is 
surfaces. A 
Two Views, Horizontal Split - The 
split in two logical viewing 
different model view can be projected onto each 





3. Two Views, v.,.tical Spli
t - Th• viow surfoco is 
split in two logical 
A 
diffttr"ant Mad•l view can b• p
raJ.cted onta ••ch 
logical vi•w surface. 
L_Y 14 L_V 15 
View Surface 
4. Faur View Split - The
 view surface is split in 
four ways. A different mo
del view c:an be 
projected onto each logical view su
rface. 
L_V #6 L_V #7 
L_V #8 L_V .. a 
View Surface 
For each logical view, a 
view volume and viewport 
must be defined. Further m
ore, the system must have a
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•t111n11 of Undin9 out ltolhach porUcul•r for,qt in 
•ctivo •t iAnV ono tin And which vifif ha boin9 
projocted on it. To thio ond. Silouott dofinos tho 
Status 
Viow ID 
Vi.., Volu .. 
Statu• 
View ID 
XV Z Hin 
X Y Z Hax 
Indicates if 
Viawport 
X V Ha,c 
X Y Nin 
Seal• Factar 
the view volume 
currently active or not. 
is 
Identifies the view to be projected 
onto the viewport corresponding to the 
particular view volume. There is a one 
to one correspondence 
volumes and viewports. 
between view 
Scala Factor The scale factor is used to map global 
coordinates 
coordinates. 
to normalized device 
The other fields define the view volume and viewport 
to the system as described in the Viewing in Three 
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4.S.2 ViltN Dat•• 
In ordor to obt•ln diffctront viow• of tho aodol, wo 
•i apl y •PP 1 y • prttdefi ned <aen.,.•l trAnsforlNlti on 
11•tri,c <GTH> ta th• d•t• b••• bttfare Wit di•plav it on 
th• output devic:•. Therefore if..., w•nt ta support 
11ul tiple view•, all wtt have ta da i• provide • 
star•g• area ta hold the definition of the GTN that 
defines the view. Silauett allows the user ta define 
up to 64 different views and internally defines nin• 
additional views called the standard views. These 
standard views allow the user to reset any view to a 
predefined format, ie ••• isometric, front view etc:. 
The views are identified by view number. 
4.5.3 Current Cursor Positions 
The current graphics cursor position <CP> is 
maintained in three coordinate system, ACS, GCS and 
NDC. The current cursor position is maintained to 
support relative draw procedures. These procedures 
will be discussed later in this chapter. 
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4.S.4 Check Voluae1 
Silouott •upport• A function c•l lad Auta11C.al ing. The 
purpo•• of this function is to .,,ply• viow •c•lin9 
f•ctor such that th• •od•l is displ.ayctd on the centr 
of th• logical viww surf•c• with aaxi,aua ditllHHlsions. 
FOf"' this purpose we ,aust k•ep track of th• aaximua 
coordinatws of •11 wntitt.. th•t constitutw the 
~odel. This information is kept in the global storag• 
area .. 
4.S.S Peripheral Infar•ation1 
The system keeps track of all p8t"'ipheral devices 
attached to the system at any one time. Vital 
information such as physical 
graphics capabilities are 
reference. 
4.5.6 Global Data1 
size, addressability and 
recorded for future 
Finally, the last area of global storage is reserved 
to keep miscellaneous information required by the 
control program. 
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4.6 Data DaH ttodul•• 
As w•• indicotod in tho D•t• e. .. ch•pt.,., Silouott 
i1111Pl...nt• its ~ •tOf"'•CJ• tUnAgNMfflt 4fflviron11CH1t. 
Howev..,.., froaa an Applications programming point of 
view, the user da.• not have to concern itself with 
how tho d•t• is ••intained. The datab••• is 
interfaced through the List Hanagecaent functions 
which allow the user to add, get, modify, and delete 
entitittS frCHII the database. 
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CQNClURICffl 
Collputor Aidrtd DtHliqn ,illld ttAnuf•cturino, c•n bo 
ducribod •• tho offoctivo utill:•tion of co,aputor11 
in tho proc:••• of d ... i9nin9 .nd aanuf•cturino • 
product or- syt1t ... Tho r,apid qrowth of tho CAO/CAN 
indu•try c&n be •ttributad ta tho incr••IIOd 
productJvity •nd reduction af production cost that 
can be r••lizltd by a woll a.na91td CAD/CAN f•cility. 
In COfliPuter aided dasign CCAD>, intoractivo graphics 
artt u•ed to d-ign catnponont• and •v•tOffls af 
cnechanical, •lac:trical, and structural nature. 
Initial I y the efflphasi • was solely on the automatad 
drafting aspects provided by CAD, but •or• recently 
the emphasis has been on interacting with the 
computer-based model of the component or system being 
designed in order to analyze and test the design 
before a single piece of hardware is 
final evolution of CAD/CAH, known 
produced. The 
as Computer 
Integrated Manufacturing (CIH> is to provide computer 
assistance in all business functions from initial 
marketing research to product shipment. It embraces 
among other things, business planning and support, 
engineering design and analysis, manufacturing 
process planning, manufacturing process control, shop 
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Th• p011ot•proco1111in9 c4
1>Abil i tiW1' af CAD p.i
ck•9n, 
dopond ta ii or••t oHtet
nd on tho ••thod ullOd 
to 
roprct1Htnt tho 9D01M1try of t
ho aodol. Of th• thr ..
 
basic •pprot1chn to QecMMttri
c IIIIOdolHno1 wirafr•-, 
•urface, And so.lid ,aod•ll in
o, wirafr&M4t pr-avid.. th
• 
l•••t aeount of informati
on about the obJ4PCt be
ing 
IIOd•llld, but bRC•u•• 
it is also the l•
••t 
computationally intans
lv• of •11, r..ains 
th• most 
stabl•, -,,hancad .,,d fa
ailiar 11Htans of c:oeputtlf"' a
ided 
d&Sign. 
Although some vendors cl
aim to have d•velop 
solids 
modeling systems for pe
rsonal computers, it i
s the 
believe of the autho
r that personal com
puters, 
without the help from
 dedicated hardware proc
essors 
that effectively conve
rt then into mini com
puters, 
can not handle yet the
 computational load im
pose by 
such modeling systems. 
In the development of Si
louett, I have tried t
o keep 
in mind the possibilit
y of expanding the sy
stem into 
a surface modeling sy
stem in the future. I
 believe 




A• far •• aAinf,.. ... .adelino •Y•t..,. •• cancarn, it 
is evtd.nt that solids aodelino will be tho co••on 
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APffflPI X e - IBfflARY Of ftYIII" cq11ANQB 
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Function•l U..Criptiona 
Silm,•tt i• • thrcttt di.-n•ional oooaotric aodolinQ 
11y11t4M for porcon•l cCMrputw•, th.it allOMS th• u•m" 
to lntfff"'•cti v•l v build • 3D Wir• FriPMt aod•l of an 
obj.ct. 
To dafin• the .adal, th• user can ••k• use of th• 








There are two coordinate system the user should be 
aware off: 
1. Global Coordinate System CGCS) 
The GCS is attached to the lower left corner of 
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th• ocrCNN'I And uovo •illiaotara to d•fino 
cOOf"'dinatn. 
2. Abt10luto Coot-din•t• Sv•t .. CACS> 
I• • riQht 
to the .adal. 
speci ft ad by 
handttd 30 coordin•t• syst .. att•chad 
Th• •v•t.. of unit• of th• ACS i • 
th• user in th• Prafil• Fil• by 
speci·fying a calibration factor corr••panding to 
th• nulftbar of milli••ters par user unit. 
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Th• following 111 
• li11t1ng of th•
 t1ini-..• •v•t-
to run Silouott. 
labDhtd 
,. 
Pracaesor I IBH P
rson.ial Computer (PC,Jr,X
T,AT> 
236 KB Dyna,aic R•• U
1inimum> 
Displays . . 
360 KB Diskette Driv
e 










IBM Enhanced Color D
isplay (Optional> 








IBM 7372 6 Pen Plot
ter 
IBM Color Graphics
 Printer (Optional) 
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Profit• Fil•• 
·Th• prof.Ho filo io • di.wkctt
to r'ttt1idant file th•t th• 
U110f'" CMI tfdit l n ord.,. to 





* SILOUETT' • PR
OFILE t 
* -------.. - ·--- ··--··. ._._. , .
....... ·-·· 
---- -
. --· -a 
• Do not alttlf"' the ••quence of t
he profile,processor I 









0 Background Color See U
sers Manual: Attribute t 
l Point Color 
" * 
3 Lin• Color 
" * 
6 Te>et Color 
" * 
1 Point Symbol 
" * 
1 Line Style 
" * 
1 Te>et Style. 
.. 
* 
1 Line Width Plott
er Only * 
1.0 mm/User units Conv
ersion Factor * 
1.0 mm Curve
 Smoothness factor • 
******************************
************************ 
* End of Prof i




At th• prosont ti ..
 , kovt,oard input 
i.s tho only ·for• 
thou•.,. h•• ta c01
1eAnd Silouott. At 
•nv ono ti••,• 
111tnu of tho currontl
y •ctiv• comm•nds i
s displ•yed an 
th• scrftfffl for th
e usttrs roforenc:o.
 One• th• uattr 
soloc:ts • cQUMlnd, 
thct systttm wil 1 pro
mpt him far tha 
roquired input. As
 will bo described
 latt.,., global 
commands can be •~ec
:uted at any time. 
Only the first thre
e l•tters of the d
isplayed command 
name need to b
a specified, if 
more are given, 
Silouett will igno
re them. 
Parameters can be d
efaulted to zero b
y replacing them 




are the most fr
equently invoked 
commands. When t
he system is b
oot-up, the globa
l 
commands menu is d
isplayed for the 
users reference. 
Some of the glob
al commands requi
re the menu to be
 
changed, when this




wit 1 bv rftO I Ac:;@d bv ii I ocAI c~d11 INflu. Howovflf", 
O I ob•l COMtlfld§ •ro §ti 11 f"'OCOQn i .:od by Si. l ou•t t. 
Tho following MO tho glab•I cOMMd• •upported by 
Silouott, only tho capitoli:od portion of th• co.a•nd 
n•- nfNHI• to b• SfHtciUltd ta exacut• th• cOffllland. 
4.1.t AUTa seal•• 
Sc•l•• the •od•l so that it fits within 901. of the 
••xillllWII display area of th• current window. 
4.1.2 REJ>raw1 
Redraws the i mag• of the model in the 
window. 
4.1.3 ROTate Rx Ry Rz1 
current 
Rotates the image of the model, relative to the 
active coordinate system. If the rotational angles 
are not given, the system will prompt the user 
again. The rotational 
degrees. 
angles are specified in 
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U ROT 10 20 30 Of' 
ROT 10,20,30 
Rot•t•• th• .xfol 10• •bout th• X •~
••, thon 
20• about th• Yawl•, thon 
30• about th• Z •xi•· 
2> ROT ,,30 
Rotates the model 30• about the 
Z axis. 
4.1.4 SCAle SF1 
Scales the image af the model r
elative to the active 
coordinate system.If the scal
e factor, SF, is not 
specified the system will prompt
 the user again. 
The user can fix the scale o
f the model by not 
specifying the SF, when the s
ystem prompt again for 
the SF, prefix the SF with the p
refix FIX. 
1> SCAle 2. 5 
The new scale of the model w
ill be 2.5 times 
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tho currttnt •c•lo. 
2) Sc•l• 
Th• scale of the model i• changed to full 
scale. 
4.1.S STOr• YNt 
Allows the user to stare the current view into a new 
reference view. If the reference view number VN, is 
not given or is not valid, the system will prompt the 
user again. 
1> STOre 20 
Stores the current view in reference view 
number 20. The current view is not changed. 
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4.1.6 SWltchHI 
Allow• tho u•ctr to 
Tho current •ctivo 
tho SWJTCM ..nu. 
chllng• 1tnviranaont•l p•r• .. tara. 
HnU iw tNlpOf"U-i l V t"ttpl•ced 
by 




Turns all switches on. 
Turns all switches off. 
Toggles the auto scale switch. 
When on, 
the current. vi..., wi 11 be au
tomati call v 
auto sealed whenever the 
image i • 
redrawed or any transformation 
is applied 
to the model. Off disables the
 automatic 
auto scale call. 
AUTo erase Toggles the autoe
rase switch. When on, 
the current view is erase 
whenever a 
B0Rders 
transformation is applied to 
the model. 
When off, causes the model i
mage to be 
superimposed on the previous im
age. 
When on, the system will draw
 an outline 
of the active windows. Whe
n off, no 
outline is drawed. 
COOrdinate Allows the user 
to select the active 
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coordinAto oyotCHt. 
Whetn on, tho ACS h1 •ctivo, wh1tn off, th
o 
GCS is •ctivo. Sc:•1•, Rot•t• and 
TrM•l•t• aro Affacted by thi• •witch. 
4.t.7 TRAn•l•t• TM Ty Tza 
Applies • translation factor to the im
age of the 
Madel. If the translational facto
rs are not 
specified, the systttm will prompt the use
r again. 
1> TRAnslate 10 10 O 
Translate the image of the model, 
10 units in the X axis direction, and 
10 units in the Y axis direction, and 
O units in the Z axis direction. 
If the active coordinate system i
s the GCS, the 
translational terms are in milli
meters in the 
direction of the GCS axis. If the ACS
 is active~ the 
units depend on the units/mm factor s
pecified in the 
profile. 
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4. t.8 Yl&t VN, 
Chan9ot1 tho r•for-onc• viow •••tonctct ta the currant 
window. If VN i• not spocifiod, th• •Y•toa will 
prOIIIJ)t th• usttr' •o•in. 
If th• YN has not baen d•finltd before, th• •vstftl 
will d•f•ult it to• fr-ont vieH of th• .ad1tl. 




current window to window number WN. If an 
is specified, the syst&flt will ignore the 
WN is not given, the system will prompt 
the user again. 
Depending on the current window, this command will 
cause the entire screen to be redrawed. This happens 
when the requested window is not an active window 
number. 
1) WIN 6 
Results in a four window display format with 
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window 6 AO tho currant windON. 
2) WIN 2 
Rosult• in• two window dl•pl•y for
aat with 
window 2 •• the current window. 
4.1.10 CREatea 
Invokes the Cr•at• Cofflfflands m1mu.
 SIHt Create Commands 
for description. 
4.1.11 PLOta 
Invokes the Plot Commands men
u. See Plot Commands for 
description. 
4.1.12 SAVe Dbase1 
Saves the definition cf the 
current model in the 
default diskette er disk devic
e. 
The system prompts the user fo
r a file name to store 




4.1.13 LOAd Oba .. , 
Loads a previou•ly •torltd D•t• ea .. fito. 
Th• •v•t .. pro.pt• tho usar for tho fil• n ... to lo•d 
th• Data B••• fra11. 
4.1.14 NEW Dbase1 
Clears th• current Data 
initializes d&fault views. 
Bas• and screen and 
The system request this function be confirmed or it 
will ignore the request. 
4.1.1S Exits 
Exit the program without saving anything. 
The system request this function be confirmed or it 
will ignore the request. 
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4.2 Cr••t• Ca•••nd•• 
Th• cr••t• cOMaand• intff'Act with th• usr in ordar 
to define th• .adol. 
Th• following ar• the cr••t• c~nds supported by 
Silouett, only the C:AJ>lt•lizttd portion of the COIMl&nd 
n••• nttttds to be spaciflltd to necute the coe,aand. 
Aft...- creating the Qraphic entity, the syst .. allows 
the user one chance to reject the Just created entity 
before it is added to the data base. 
4.2.1 ARC1 
Allows the user to create an arc section anywhere in 
space. 
The system requires the user to specify 
coordinates of three points in space. The points 




counterclockwise direction. The extremes of the arc 
section are determined by the first and last point. 
The second point is a point on the arc. 
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4.2.2 CJRcle1 
Allow• tho us.,. ta cr••to • circl• .my.,.hr• in 
sp•co. 
Th• •v•t .. requir- the u...,. to w,paclfy tho 
cOOf"'dln•t•• of thr .. paints in •P•co. Th• paints c&n 
•pacified eith.,. in • clockwi .. or 
counterclockwise direction. 
4.2.3 ELLlpae1 
Allows the user to create an elliptical section 
anywhere 
specified. 
in space. An inplane rotation can be 
The system request input for: 
1. Coordinates of center. 
2. Beginning and End angles (OD) of elliptical 
section relative to the semi major axis. 
3. Inplane rotation co D) • 





ustrr" to cr••t• a hyplff"bolic s
ection 
sp•c•. An inpl•n• rotation c
•n b• 
Th• syst•• raqu••t input fOl""s 
1. Coordinates of Vltf"tex. 
2. Beginning and End angles 
c•o> of hyperbolic 
section relative to the semi tran
sverse a,cis. 
3. Length of Semi transverse 
and Semi conjugate 
axis. 
4.2.S PARabola1 
Allows the user to create
 a parabolic section 
anywhere in 
specified. 
space. An inplane rotation 
can be 
The system request input for: 
1. Coordinates of vertex. 
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2. DCN)innino 111nd End 
OffCtlon r•l•tiYlf to tho p.r-dbalo A-tejo. 
3. lnplano rotAtion c•o,. 
4. N•Jei.u. And •ini-,a v•tu ... of the 
•action. 
4.2.6 P0Int1 
Allows th• us.,.. to creato • point in spaco. 
p.vi11boli.c 
p.r.abalic 
Th• us.,. is promptttd -for tho coordinate• of the 
point. 
4.2.7 ATTribut .. 1 
Allows the user to change 
attributes. 
the current drawing 
The number of attributes, ei •• number of colors, etc, 
depends on the system configuration. The following 
are the attributes supported at this time. 
LColor (Line Coler) Allows the user to change the 
current color used to draw lines and all 
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conic ooctioru,. EntitiN r@toin th@ color-
•ctiw at tho thw tho individu4ll ontity 
••• crctAt:od. 
LTYpe CLln• Typ•> Allow• tho u•er- to chAnq• tha lino 
typo, 01 •• 110lid, datlh, pointo, Clffltar, 
•tc. 
LWrth CLine Width) Al 10Wtl th• us.,. to •pcteify th• 
with of all lino• cr••tttd. 
PCOlor <Point Color> Al low• th• user to specify the 
col or of all points subsequently 
cr-eattrd. 
PTVp• <Paint Typ•> Allows th• user to spec:i,fy th• 
symbol used ta represent points, •i ••• 
cross, dot, etc. 
Sl10othn••• The value of this parameter determines 
the accuracy with which all conic 
sections are represented on the screen 
<not the data base>. The value 
corresponds to the physical distance (mm> 
from the bisector to a chord on the 
critical radius of the curve and the 
curve itself. 
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Roturn11 to tho Glob.al Coaaiilftdti Hnu. 
4.2.9 LASt1 
Returns ta the pr.vious ..nu. 
4.3 Plot Coaaanda1 
Th• plot COfflffland allow th• user to ·foraat the plot on 
th• scrttttn before it is •ctually plotted on a plot 
device such as an XV plott.,... 
4.3.1 CURrent VN1 
Selects reference view VN as the current plot view. 
Multiple views can be active at any one time in the 
plot window. 
4.3.2 PLOt views1 
Plots all currently active plot views on the plot 
device. 
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AllDWli th• uMN"" to roJoct • provsauoly ••loctod plot 
YlflW (VN) • 
Allald th• usff' ta reloc•t• th• •pacifittd view nuMbltt" 
(VtO ,anywutr• an th• plat surface. 
ReJec:t• all currently active plat views. 
4.3.6 VIEW Selact VN1 
Allows the user to select the plot views. 
4.3.7 QUit1 
Returns to the Global Commands menu. 
4.3.8 LASt1 
Returns to the previous menu. 
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eeetNRJI I - llfflrl PLQDI 
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Figure 14. Connecting Rod - Isometric View 
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Figure 15. Connecting Rod - Front and Top Views 
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Figure 17, Circle - High and Low Resolution Drawing 
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APPENDIX C - DATA nPQE1,i 
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Ralattanal Data 11ad•1• 
In this .odol d•t• 
in a two 
dht1H1•ional tabl • cal lctd • 
rel •ti on. D•t• r-CN:Of"d• 
aro rttpr .. 11nttld by row• and oac
h colu.., reprosent.• • 
rocord attribute. Within a 
rol•tion, all r.cDf"ds 
,aust bo of the ••ma ty
pe, therefor• di f ferant 
anti ties ara rwpr•santed by
 di fferttnt relations. 
POINTS RELATION 
ID X y z 
1 5 5 0 
2 10 5 0 
3 10 10 0 
4 5 10 0 
LINES RELATION 
ID Xl Vl 21 X2 
V2 Z2 
1 5 5 0 10
 5 0 
2 10 5 0 1
0 10 0 
3 10 10 0 
5 10 0 
4 5 10 0 5
 5 0 
Figure 18. Relational Tab
le or Relation 
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Th• notion of u•ino • RolAtion•l Oa
t• ttod•l •• •n 
undCN""lying •tructuro of A DONS wa• i
ntroducltd in 1970 
bv Dr. E. F. Codd CIBtt> CCODD
70l. A true r•l•tional 
data b••• adhW'H to Codd'• ,f arlN
l d•f int ti on 1 
• No row can exactly duplicate any
 othtlf" row. 
• There ,nust be an •ntry in one 
coluaitn or • 
ca.blnation of columns that is u
nique for 
••ch row. This column or set of 
column is 
call ad • "key•. 
• Thl!f"'e must be one and only one 
entry in each 
raw-col wan eel 1, however the en
try may be 
nul 1 or zero. 
• The rows need not be in an
y particular 
order. 
The last requirement is bath 
a major advantage and 
major disadvantage of this model. It makes 
it easy to 
add new rows to the relation b
ut searching for a 
specific entry may require a 




• Simplicity - th






in tttr•• of 
ReqtHtsts aro 

















 of storage struct
ure and 
access strategy fro





Hodel is based in t
he well developed
 theory 
of relations, a c
haracteristic only 
claimed 
by this model. 
1.2 Disadvantages1 
Although from a u
sers point of v










remains the major disad






 Nodal i• bAsically 
• hi0f"4t"Chic•l 
tr1ttt structure ••de 
up of nod .. and bri11
t1chos. In thi• 
context, a node is
• collection of d
ata attributes 
describing the entity
 at that node. 
The highest node of
 the hierarchical 
tr .. structure 
is called a ROOT. 
The dependent nod
es are the lower 
levels in the trite.
 Every root node be
gins a logical 
dat.a record, theref
ore the data base is
 made up of a 
number of trees. 





 Data Model alway
s starts with 
a root node. 









3. The node on th
e preceding level i
s called a 
parent node while t




4. Every node oc
curring at one level 
has to be 
connected to one 
and only one paren
t node. 
Parent nodes ca




s. EvarY nod•, •,ccetpt th• root nod•, h•• to b• 
•cc•••ed throuQh lt• parent nod•• 
6. Thllf"• can be• nulftber of occurrence• of each 
nod• at each level. E•ch occurrence, a,ccept 
th• root, ha• to be connwcted with • parent 
nod• occurrence. 
2. 1 Advant•c.a••• 
• Proven by many e,cisting data bas• systems 
• Relatively simple to use and familiar to 
many data processing users. 
• Performance can be predicted. 
2.2 Disadvantag•• 
Not all relationships can be easily implemented, 





Xt S XI 10 X
I 10 x, s 
v, s Yr :S Vt 10
 v, 10 
z, 0 z, 0 z,
 0 z, 0 
Figure 19. Hierarchical Tree Stru
cture 
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Nlttwork Data NodeJa 
Tho Notwor-k D•t• ttodol .....-god 
Ira. tho 1969. 1971 
and 1973 roportt, f,-o,a tho ConfW
'onc• on D4t• Sy•t111111 
L•nou•o•• <CODASVL> •nd its D•t• D
oscription Lanou•9• 
COCMltt ... 
The N•twork Data Nodal int..,.co




zltr'o, one, or mor• 
A record type 
Each rec:ord type i • 
attribute• ( or data 
can have multiple 
"occurrences" in th• data base.
 
Some characteristics of the 
Network Data Hodel 
include: 
• Representation of one 
to many 
relationships. A owner record
 type can be a 
owner record type in a nu
mber cf of set 
types, however, a record occ
urrence can not 
simultaneously belong to tw
o or more owner 
record occurrences of the 
same set type. 
This special case of the Netw
ork Data Hodel 




• Ropro•ontotion of u.nv - to - unv 
rel•tJ.onahipo can bit tlllrpllNllffltod by crutinCJ 
two one - to - eAnY r•l•tlonchip• in a •v· 
st,-ucture.. Th•t i •, th.,-• would bo two 
ownrs for th• • ..., • ..,.,. but ••ch awnltf"' i• 
of a difft1rent .. t type. Flour• 20 on P•G• 
143 shows one of th• •dv•ntagas of allowing 
this kind of structure ls th• raduction of 
data redundancy, ie ••• the •11C>Unt of data 
required to repruent LINES is raducad by 





ID END PNT1 E
ND PNT2 
1 -> 1 
->2 
' ID 
END PNT1 END PNT2 
2 --> 2 -
>3 
I 
ID END PNT1 EN
D PNT2 
3 --> 3 ->
4 
I 
ID END PNT1 E
ND PNT2 
4 ->4 -> 1 
Figure 20. Network
 Data Model Struct
ure 
3. 1 Advantag••• 
• The major advantage
, as was the case
 with 
the Hierarchical 
Model, is the exis
tence of 
many successful
 DBMS that use 
this 
structure. 
• The ability 
to represent many
 - to - many 
relationships. 
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familiar with th• data base structure in ordltr" to 
navigate through it in search of information. 
When th• data base is modified, great care must be 
exerted not to lose data independence. Since data 
can be cross referenced, it is easy to lose 
information when editing the data base structure. 
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